
PRODUCT GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
Product Description: 

The StopLog or Multi- Panel flood barrier system is 
one of the most reliable and adaptable flood barrier 
systems in the world.  Its modular components give 
it the versatility to provide flood protection at almost 
any height, width, shape or contour. Designed to 
meet the most stringent Building and Engineering 
Codes it can be used anywhere.  Limited mechanical 
connections and ease of use provide one of the fast-
est reaction times (time it takes to erect the system 
when needed) of any manually installed floodbarrier 
system.  When not needed it has a minimal visual 
aesthetic impact with only limited visible compo-
nents.  From Katrina to Sandy this system has a proven record of success . 

STOPLOG 

StopLogs Installed (Building Right) During NYC Flooding  

The primary component of the system is the individual StopLog or flood log, which is an 
extruded panel constructed of high strength aluminum.  Each panel has a tongue on top and a 
gasketed groove on the bottom that allow the panels to nestle and seal to one another and also 
to any flat surface The water proof seal is provided through compression of the StopLogs on-

ly and does not require mechanical fastener.  Each StopLog Panel pro-
vides a vertical flood water protection of 12 inches and the panels stack 
one on top of the other until the desired protection height is obtained.  Ex-
ample: 6 panels stacked atop each other make a 6 foot high flood wall 
section.  Each flood wall section can span a width of between six to 
twelve feet, dependent on the protection height, before requiring either an 
end track or a removable intermediate stanchion post.   

The End Tracks attach directly to the 
structure, either face or trap mounted, 
and comprise the starting and end points 
for all flood walls. The Removable In-
termediate Stanchions Post allows one 
flood wall section to join another flood 
wall section, creating a chain of flood 
wall sections to the necessary width.  
These Removable Stanchion Posts can 
be constructed to accommodate almost 
any angle change which allows the sys-
tem to form any shape or follow any 
contour. 



Site Overview: 

350 Broadway, NYC, is an existing structure that was retrofitted with flood protection.  Since this was an ex-
isting structure the system had to be designed to work with the current site conditions (grade changes, set-back 
requirements, egress and existing civil services).  One of the main challenges was to have the system conform 
to the multiple grade variations across the entire span of the system. 

This system was in place during hurricane Sandy and prevented the 3’-6” of flood waters from entering the 
main floor of the building. 

BUILDING RETRO-FIT 

ELEVATION AND PLAN VIEWS OF SYSTEM 

Description of Work: 

StopLog Barrier System: 

110 linear feet   

5’-0” Height of Protection    

8’-0” Spacing of Stanchion Post 

PICTURE SHOWS THE BARRIER INPLACE (TO THE RIGHT) AS FLOODING FROM SANDY STARTED 

STOPLOG 



Site Overview: 

Mary Brickell Village is an example of a multiple structure StopLog 
barrier application for new construction.  Located in downtown Miami 
this upscale, high aesthetic mixed-use complex comprised of 8 large 
buildings  Each structure contained unique geometrical shapes that re-
quired the system to contour the building, transitioning from straight 
runs into arcs and angles.   

MULTI-STRUCTURE INSTALLATION 

SKYLINE RENDERING 

Description of Work: 

StopLog Barrier System: 

1500 linear feet in total installation throughout all the buildings  

5’-0” Height of Protection   8’-2” Spacing of Stanchion Post 

Designed for both Flood and Hurricane Wind Standards 

INSTALATION PHOTO Bld. 1:   FULL BUILDING SURROUND 

INSTALATION PHOTO Bld. 8B: 200’ STRAIGHT RUN 

STANCHION POST LOCATION SHOWING COVER BOLTS 

STOPLOG 



Site Overview: 

W-Hotel is an example of a large building, multiple opening 
StopLog barrier application for new construction.  Located 
in Miami Beach this is a high-visibility resort complex.  The 
structure has several large evaluation changes and required 
custom wall tracks to match the acute angles.     

LARGE BUILDING INSTALLATION 

SKYLINE RENDERING 

Description of Work: 

StopLog Barrier System: 

500 linear feet in installation throughout all the buildings  

5’-0” Height of Protection   8’-0” Spacing of Stanchion 
Post 

Designed for both Flood and Hurricane Wind Standards 

INSTALATION PHOTO  OF NON-PARALLEL TERMINATION 

INSTALLATION PHOTO OF 200 FOOT STRIAGHT RUN 

STOPLOG 

SHOP DRAWING OF NON PARALLEL WALL TERMINATION 

INSTALLATION PHOTO OF LARGE ELEVATION CHANGE 



Site Overview: 

Ritz-Carlton, Miami Beach, is an example of a Ground Plate 
installation .  This is an in ground insert that is incorporated 
into the structural slab design.  The ground plate is welded 
continuously to the rebar of the supporting structure and then 
concrete is poured around it.  The application of the Ground 
Beam insures that a continuous plane is provided for optimal 
surface sealing.  It may also address structural attachment 
requirements in limited space conditions.       

PHOTO OF AREA OF INSTALLATION 

STOPLOG 
GROUND BEAM INSTALLATION 

CONCRETE BEING POURED TO PLATE 

SYSTEM INSTALLED TO GROUND PLATE 

GROUND PLATE WITH STANCHION POST 

GROUND PLATE INSTALLATION TO STEEL 

BARRIER INSTALLED TO GROUND PLATE 


